BRIDGE COURSE –IX(MATHEMATICS)
DAY 5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Area of triangle
Area of quadrilateral
Area of trapezium
Area of parallelogram
Area of rhombus

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Area of square
Area of rectangle
Area of circle
Area of semicircle
Area of ring
Perimeter of square
Perimeter of rectangle
Circumference of circle
Circumference of semicircle
Perimeter of semicircle

(i)
(ii)

16.
FIGURE
CUBE
CUBOID
CYLINDER

LSA/CSA

TSA

VOLUME

17.
SURFACE AREA
CUBE
CUBOID
CYLINDER

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

ONE SIDED OPEN

TWO SIDED OPEN

TSA of pipe=
Volume of pipe=
Thickness of pipe=
1𝑚 3 = ____𝑘𝑙
1 kl= ______𝑙
1 𝑙 = _______𝑐𝑚 3
When a rectangle with length ‘ L’ units and breadth ‘B’ units is rotated about
(i)
Length we obtain a__________having radius =________ and height=_________.
(ii)
Breadth we obtain a_________having radius =________and height=_________.
25. When a rectangle is rolled along its
(i) Length we obtain a ______ ____ having circumference =_____________and height
=___________.
(ii) Breadth we obtain a __________ having circumference =_____________and height
=_________.

SUBJECT - (HISTORY )
1)

CLASS IX

look at the picture given below and answer the following questions :-

(a) What does this picture represent ?

--------------------------------------------------------------

(b) Which ideals were preached by the French Revolution ?

-------------------------------------------------

(2) look at the picture and answer the following ----

1) A part of North western region related to Slave trade

2) A port related to Slave trade

3) Region not affected by the great fear

4) A place related to the fall of Bastille

3 )Below a help box is given classify them and write them in the boxes provided.
Increase in gap between rich and poor ,Feudalism ,No representation ,Inequitable
taxation, Economic crisis ,Rising middle class, King Louis XVI a weak and inefficient
monarch, Despotic powers of monarch

Causes

of Revolution

POLITICAL CAUSES

ECONOMIC CAUSES

SOCIAL CAUSES

रचनात्मक लेखन
 निम्िलऱखित विषयों पर अपिे विचार लऱिें ...

1. कंप्यूटर के बििा जीिा असंभि

2. आदर्श विद्याथी के गुण

3. प्रकृनत से खिऱिाड़ िा करें

